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Adding color to
your layouts
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advantage
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Hello

Thank you for taking the time to look at this portfolio. I hope that you will find this worth your time.
Thank you for even reading this gibberish thats
supposed to be a welcome note of sorts. Hey as
long as we’re going with the magazine feel then
we need to have some text right on this page.
Basically, I simply compiled here some of my
food and product shots over the past few months
so you can get an idea of what i can do, and hopefuly you’d want to hire me for your next photo
requirements.
As a backgrounder, I‘ve been doing professional food photography for over 3 years now servicing
the requirements of hotels and a few restaurants
here and there. I got into photography as a natural
extension of my work as a graphic designer (yup,i
made this magazine myself) and ever since have
decided to focus on food and product photography as my area of specialty.

Lemons dunked in a fish tank.
Pretty cool eh?

All the images you see here, save for the X’mas
spread, did not benefit from the help a professional food stylist. As in most hotels I’ve worked
with, the chef usually prepares the food, brings it
to our make-shift studio and then leaves it to the
photographer to tweak the arrangements and add
background props, either found at the hotel or in
my stash, along with the linens and surfaces that i
bring on every food shoot. Expect me to bring tons
of stuff from table cloth, to napkins, to chopping
boards, acrylic and painted surfaces, ane even a
small product shot table for those seamless food
on white shots or backlit drink shots. Because not
everybody can afford a stylist on the set hiring me
would be the next best thing.
You can also check out my other images at
www.foodphotographymanila.com and productphotography manila.com.
Looking forward to seeing you soon.
Rico Jose

For questions or inquiries feel free to contact me anytime at
(02) 6686067, 0906-2043716 or e-mail me at corexjose@yahoo.com.
Do check out my sites: foodphotographymanila.com and
productphotographymanila.com

Styled this myself. The background
was a venneer faux wood surface
i bring to my shoots. Took me less
than 10 minutes to set-up this shot.
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Color Me
Good

In lieu of a stylist, the photographer
should know which color goes well
with the food

The problem with shooting in a hotel setting is
that often you are required to shoot in a meeting room and you are forced to think to your
wit’s end on how you could make things exciting with just the available materials they have
in their banquet storeroom. Shooting on foodstained white linens can get old pretty soon,
as the resident artist will tell you. Until he can
persuade Marketing to hire a professional stylist, the food photographer becomes the prop
stylist. More than just his camera and lights,
the savvy food photographer brings his own
arsenal of linens, placemats and surfaces to
the shoot. The other kind of photographer just
shoots close-ups.
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Color Me Good

The wooden
chopping
block,
...and
the best
partthe
was
underliningwe
linen
and
the
pastel
got to eat it later. felt
cloth background are the photographer’s own.
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While most photographers feel most
comfortable shooting with a large light
source such as umbrellas and softboxes, I just love the color and texture you
get from using the unmodified strobe
as the main light. And its becoming
the vogue thing in food photography
too. Just check out the latest food
magazines and cookbooks.

Sandwich
Spread
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Coffeebreak

Background and glow
created in Photoshop

This project was for Coffebreak,
an up and coming coffe place from
Iloilo thats making inroads in coffee-lovin’ Manila.

Just add text and voila,
you have a poster!
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Summer
Coolers
On hindsight I could have
added straws on these drinks.

Sometimes you come to a shoot with
nary an idea of what you will be shooting that day. This set of images is from
such a day. Good thing I have my luggage full of painted surfaces, linen and
placemats of diffferent colors and materials to give variety to these drinks
situations used for a summer promo
brochure. I used a hard mainlight from
behind to create interesting shadows
that evoke that hot summer feel.
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Oil on the hot coals
creates fire and made
this wonderful shot.

Grill
Time
This was my first time to shoot food
on a real hot grill. Balancing strobe
lights with the natural fire and hot
embers was the tricky part. You’ll
burn your face but the final image is
your sweet reward.
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Light &
Breezy
The project description asked for bright and cheery
images of their dishes to be used in their room service menu. Most of the dishes were shot on a white
linen with pastel colored napkins as accent, and
then later on colored linens or felt cloth as options.
The resulting menu layout can be seen on the
following spread. I’m a fan minimalist styling and
just letting the dish stand out minus the often distracting prop elements.
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Menu
Layouts
I was first a graphic designer before I became a photographer. I think that my being a designer/photographer brings
a definite advantage in the way that I frame my subjects as
I see how they would best be used in various layouts and
print applications. Working on this menu project was a real
treat for me as i got to do both things I love: shooting and designing with my favorite subject: food.
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Coffee Set

These images were shot for a hotel’s new
coffee offerings. There is not much in the
way of presentation and food styling. Mostly
shot them on a white background deliberately made gray as they would be mostly cut
out of their background for dropping into
a composite layout such as the one on this
page. Would have been nice if I could drink
coffee. My ulcer won’t have it.
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Pasta!
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As with most of my other shots in this portfolio,
this shoot was done on the fly with no planning
whatsoever. They just kept making the pasta
and I just kept grabbing any props we could use
as background just to make things interesting.
Good thing i brought along my luggage full of
placemats, napkins, linens to add color and variety to the impromptu layouts. It worked pretty
well I would say.
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Kitchen Scene
Drama

The series of images are from a shoot for a client hotel’s quarterly promo. The project called
for low key images with lots of drama. The fish
scene here played out nicely-- very theatrical,
you would imagine the salmon breaking out into
a song.
All “table” backgrounds seen here were provided by the photographer, ahem.

For their “street food” promo. They didn’t
have time to make them so these were actually
bought from the streets.

Props to the client for providing
the props here including the mini
fishing boat here.
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The plates are actually set on colored plywood boards that I bring
to the set along with my linens and
napkins.

Shadows intentionally placed
here to provide background for
reversed text like this.
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Just the Food
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Sometimes the client
just wants a clean,
bright and no props
layout, and i’m game for
that too. You just focus
on the lighting and
getting the focus right
to bring out the colors
and textures of the dish.
No frills. Just the food.
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Steakout!
Took these images for a soon
to open cheesesteak sandwich
restaurant. They were all sloppily prepared which was just
how the client wants them .
Just good old comfort food
that’s not pretending to be anything more than what it is - a
sandwich. A great tasting and
satisfying meal that is eaten
with your hands and making a
mess is par for the course.
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Less is more.
Just food and not much else. Enough said.
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Exploded view of the
burger put together
in Photoshop.
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It’s the lechon manok business syndrome
reincarnated in the lowly burger. Everyones
claiming their steak in the evolving burger
market, my friends included, which was
how i landed this shoot for their restaurant
in Tagaytay.
As in most of my budget-constrained
shoots, my friends couldn’t afford to hire
a food stylist, so it was just us three four
guys playing around with meat, veggies and
buns.
It was anything goes with this shoot,
having no pegs or idea how the images will
be used in the menu so we had fun trying
different lighting and angles and even made
an exploded view of the burger ingredients.
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Japanese
Express
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The following images are from an editorial shoot for the Manila Bulletin featuring a new japanese cafe called Yumamira
Cafe along Connecticut in Greenhills.
As we were short on time i decided to
shoot the food items using available light
right outside the restaurant. Good thing
the sun was out and the building’s balcony has a skylight smoked roofing which
made the light softer not unlike a studio
softbox. Just one color balance adjustment and we’re off shooting in rapid succession. The best part of the shoot was i
got to eat all of the food right after... and
they’re delicious.
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Christmas

Mish-Mash
This set of images were made for a clients
Christmas newsletter promoting various hotel
activities and offerings. Most of the shots
here are very generic, stuff you’d expect to
find in stock photo agencies. I particularly
enjoyed this session as for once, I was able to
work with a food stylist and a prop stylist who
brought all these fancy christmas adornments.
So all i had to do was move things around for
the camera and concentrate on lighting them.
The stylsits appreciated the fact that I was
transmitting images wirelessly to my ipad so
they get instant review of the shot on a much
bigger screen. If only i could calibrate the
ipad’s colors to specs, then the system would
be perfect. Still, its better than the small,
overly bright lcd of the 5d, and it makes quite
an impression with the client.
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Sunny
Day
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These are images shot for a hotel’s outdoor pool menu. As such, Ive tried to add
a sunny feel to these layouts. First, I used
painted planks of wood layed side by side to
simulate an outdoor table perhaps. Painted
these myself, a day before the shoot. To
give it a sun bathed look, I used a strobe
with standard reflector, practically a hard
light, as the main light which casted long
defined shadows which are tempered by fill
lights from softboxes. Love the shadows
and texture than can only be achieved from
using a hard light. Thanks, Michael Ray!
Extra points for using leafy vegetables as a
gobo to add a dappled look to some shots.

A shawarma picnic.
Deliberately used
blue accents to jive
with the pool themed
layout of menu that I
also designed.
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The shadows deliberately
added to give the scene like a
sunny afternoon feel.

Wood panels (palo china) salvaged
from crates, whitewashed.

Just lemons sliced and added to
the glass makes a big difference.
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